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A “fundamental theory” is presented for the equatton x(t) = s: &v(s), s) ds 
where the mtegral is Streltjes and x IS of bounded variation with values m R”. 
This includes the ordinary differential equation (0.d.e.) case with Impulses. 
The prmcipal conclusion 1s that the corresponding conditions for Caratheodory’s 
o.d.e. problem carry over almost unchanged to the more general case. Areas 
treated mclude extstence (local and global), umqueness, dependence, integral 
funnels, stabdity, and Picard iterates. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns evolutionary equations of ordinary differential type 
but whose solutions are of bounded variation (and may be discontinuous). 
One example is a difference equation, solutions being interpreted as constant 
between the discrete evaluation points. Less trivial are some constructions 
from the theory of optimization under differential and other constraints, and 
a brief sketch will be given of two such. 
A wide variety of optimization problems can be cast as minimizing x,(l), 
the first component at t = 1, of a “state” vector-valued function x satisfying 
parametrically dependent differential equations 
w = few w for t E [0, I], ’ = d/dt. 
Minimization is carried out over a class of parameter functions u, and the 
standard optimality conditions involve a “multiplier” or “adjoint” vector- 
valued function h which satisfies an (Euler) ordinary differential equation 
(0.d.e.) 
&t) = 44 (ww (x(t), w* 
If x is further (statically) constrained, say by 
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one has the choice of introducing another multiplier to counter the effect 
of g, or of retaining h alone but with discontinuities at values of t where g 
changes between activity and inactivity [13]. Geometrically, h(t) corresponds 
to a vector normal at x(t) to the “funnel” or set of all solution graphs while 
g < 0 slices away a section of the funnel; it is intuitively obvious that the 
normal must be discontinuous at the boundary of the slice. X also admits 
interpretation as the first derivative of the minimized functional. The second 
derivative S is a matrix-valued function, corresponding geometrically to the 
curvature matrix (second Taylor approximation) of the funnel surface at x(t); 
it too obeys a (Legendre) o.d.e. provided the parameter function u is smooth 
enough. If g 0 x(t) < 0 is replaced by a constraint on u(t), it is well known that 
optimal u may even be discontmuous, and then S jumps as the new constraint 
changes its activity. Again one has the choice of an extra multiplier to handle 
the constraint, or of accepting discontinuous solutions for S [2]. 
Similar behavior occurs for the higher order tensors and under fairly 
general conditions these constructions are of bounded variation but not 
necessarily piecewise continuous. Further it has been appreciated for some 
time that mathematical models can be considerably reduced in size by 
considering suitably wild (e.g. discontmuous or even impulsive) evolution 
equations: the decrease in “state space dimension” is then accompanied by 
an increase in underlying function space complexity. It was felt worthwhile 
as a result to provide a theory, paralleling that for ordinary differential 
equations, for modellers to use as a reference for existence, dependence, etc., 
conditions. It is also possible that some of the methods here may be of use 
in the bounded variation part of Fourier series and almost periodic function 
theory. For convenience Caratheodory’s o.d.e. problem is reproduced here. 
CARATH~ODORY PROBLEM. Let I = [0, 11, Q: (R”, I) ---f R* satisf?, q( , t) 
continuous, q(c, ) Lebesgue measurable and 1 q(c, t)i < m(t) whenever I c I < 2~ 
for some 01 > 0 and m integrable on I. 
Find z: I+ R”, absolutely continuous with z(0) given and 
(a) S(t) = q(z(t), t) = qz(t) a.e. t EI. 
Although most of the results to be obtained look quite similar (and obvi- 
ously specialize) to the Caratheodory case, there seem enough differences in 
method to justify a treatment which is self-contained as regards differential 
equations theory. The proof reader should be prepared for a good deal of 
function space analysis, however, and I have used Dunford and Schwarz [7] 
wherever possible. This has led to quotation of results strictly proven only 
for the case n = 1 but the necessary extensions are routine (cf. the treatment 
of B-space-valued function spaces in [6]). The functions: I -+ Rn are denoted 
(I --+ R”) which is prefixed with B, C, L, , NBV, or AC to denote bounded, 
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continuous, integrable, normalized bounded variation or absolutely continu- 
ous B-spaces with norms as per [7, pp. 240-l]. Similarly (Y) ca(l-+ Rn) 
denotes the (regular) countably additive Rn-valued set functions defined on 
the (Borel) u-field: 
Z generated by intervals Is, t] (0 < s < t < 1) or [O, s] c I. (2) 
Also the notations q of (la), 
1% for/s(t)dt and LX fort-[r 
and 
4% s> for the total variation of x on S C I 
will be used throughout. Finally the isomorphism [7, IV.12.21 between 
NBV and YCU will be indicated by corresponding Roman and Greek letters, 
so m E NBVt, p E YCU with p]O, t] = m(t) - m(0) for example. The reason 
for using normalized BP’ functions (thus regular measures) is technical and 
is discussed after theorem (8). 
Before stating the problem, it is convenient to review what the generalised 
derivative of a function f E NB V(I --+ Rn) looks like. Suppose one formally 
defines 
(4) 
Then f generates a set function p E rca(I -+ R*) which can be decomposed 
into vr + F,, where vr is continuous and ~a singular with respect to Lebesgue 
measure (this is the Lebesgue decomposition [7,111.4.14]). Also ~a = p)r + ~a 
where qz is purely atomic, ~a purely nonatomic [IO, 5.521. Translating 
back into (generalized) “functions”, 
i=f, +J% +f, (5) 
where jr eLr(I+ Rn) by the Radon-Nikodjrm theorem [7, 111.10.2], fa has 
(countably many [15, p. 981) infinite impulses but is zero elsewhere, and f3 
takes (uncountably many if f3 # 0 [15, p. 1281) infinite values, and vanishes 
elsewhere. Then so fi E AC(I-+ Rn), s,, (fi + fJ is continuous with bounded 
variation, while Jo fi is constant apart from a countable set of discontinuities. 
In most practical cases, f3 = 0 as will be assumed below. As a notational 
convenience, when q (hence]) has an atom at t = t,, , the atomic eralue will 
be denoted by ~(t,,) or f (t,,) - f (t,, -). The equation to be considered will 
satisfy the following. 
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STANDING HYPOTHESES. q(c, ) is an NBV “derivative” as above for each 
fixed c E Rn, i.e., 
(4 .fo dc, ) E NBVV + Rn) (see (3)). Further 
(b) q( , t) E C(R” + Rn) Vt E I and 
(c) for some OL > 0, m E NBV(I -+ R) and all t E I, 
It would suffice to bound v( so q(c, ), I) in (6c), but m will be used expli- 
citly below. 
Since the purpose of this theory is practical, one should examine how (6) 
is checked, so let 
dC> > = 4dG 1 + 4&! ) + cl&, 1, 
corresponding to the decomposition (5). Hypotheses (6) for q1 (the integrable 
part) are now exactly as for (1) and can be checked pointwise, q2 (the purely 
atomic part) involves checking that: 
(a) the sum of the Rn norms of the atoms is finite; 
(b) for each t where atoms occur, those atoms vary continuously in c. 
The effect of q3 has to be gauged by integration and for Sections l-6 it will 
simply be assumed that q3 = 0. It is shown how to remove this assumption 
in Section 7. The work here will concern solutions in NBV([O, 81 --f R”), 
for some fl > 0, of an equation resembling (la): 
z(t) - z(0) = jt q@(s), s) ds, or equivalently I =qz, (7) 
0 
for given z(0). The integral is Stieltjes, the derivative (*) generalized. 
The following will illustrate the type of equation envisaged. 
EXAMPLE. Let n = 1 and f be the singular BV function defined by 
f(0) = 0, f(t) = [a*/(1 - a)] (0 < a < 1) for l/m < t < l/(m - 1). f 
generates a purely atomic measure v with atoms a* at m-l (m = 1, 2,...); 
v(S) for S C I can be viewed as ss df (s) == jsf(r) ds where ] = fz is purely 
impulsive. Consider the equation 
22 = xf, i.e., x(t) = jot x(s)f(s) ds = j;’ x(s) df(s). 
It is straightforward to verify that the hypotheses (6) are satisfied, and in fact 
this equation has a (unique, differentially dependent on initial data, etc.) 
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solution x(t) = x(0) go). Difference equations, mentioned at the outset, 
may be treated similarly by measures with equal atoms at the evaluation 
points (sometimes called “counting measures”). 
With the exception of Theorem 8 below, Section 2 is independent of the 
rest of the paper and covers many cases of practical interest. The other sec- 
tions parallel the sort of theory to be found in early chapters of better graduate 
texts on o.d.e. A crucial tool in much of what follows is the dominated con- 
vergence theorem. It permits the use of only “global” hypotheses (like (6~)) 
although a local analysis (explicit in the Picard method, implicit when 
homological fixed point theory is employed) is also required. The key to this 
is that the axioms for (additive) set functions are sufficiently similar to those 
for linear maps that a uniform boundedness principle is valid. 
DOMINATED CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Let 
f,: I-+ R”, 1 f2(t)l < G(t) 3m E NBV(I-+ R). 
If there is SO f E NBV(I -+ Rn) so that fi --f f pointwise on I then SO ft + s,, f
pointwise on I. (8) 
[‘y, + f pointwise”, as well as the pointwise bound, are again taken to 
include impulsive values]. 
Proof. Let q~, correspond to f, , so that q,(S) = s8 f, VS E 2 (2). Then 
1 p)JS)] < ss& = p(S) so that 9, is p-continuous. The Radon-Nikodjrm 
theorem [7,111.10.2] thus gives 
(9) 
for some p-integrable g, . It follows that J(t) = ii(t) g,(t), so by hypothesis a 
functiong can be defined where Gr does not vanish (thus p-almost everywhere) 
so that both 
f(t) = G(t) g(t) and gz(t) + g(t) hold p-almost everywhere. (10) 
Since [7, III.l.S] 
it follows that the (ca) dominated convergence theorem [7, 111.6.16] can be 
applied to g, to give 
Substitution from (9) and (10) gives the required result. Q.E.D. 
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Notes. The hypotheses need be enforced only p-almost everywhere: the 
same goes for (6) and the remaining assumptions in the paper, but this will 
not be made explicit again. Assuming that J’& (and sOq(c, ) in (6)) are 
normalized is equivalent to requiring that the atoms involved act totally at a 
single value of t, i.e., that J,,fi etc., do not behave as irregular limits of 
measures with atoms close by (in t). Such irregularity appears meaningless 
in practice, although mathematically a corresponding theory for BV solutions 
of (7), involving bounded additive (ba) set functions, is quite feasible. (One 
does then have to be a little more careful about continmty and convergence 
hypotheses for the atomic parts of the BV derivatives.) Those interested in 
the extension of L, theory to set functions continuous with respect to a (ba 
will do) set function like p above should consult Bochner [3] and Leader [ 111; 
Theorem 8 here is independent of Leader’s theorem of the same name. 
There is not much related literature though the following, discovered after 
the paper was submitted, is relevant. Equations with 4 linear in the first 
argument were of interest in the 1950’s and for example Hildebrandt [19] 
considered Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral equations without a regularity 
hypothesis on the measures. There is little in common with this paper 
because the solution can be explicitly formulated in the linear case and, as 
mentioned earlier, regularity is assumed here. Consult Reid [21] for additional 
results on continuous dependence of solutions on the Q matrix coefficients, 
and for references to boundary value problems, related to optimization 
questions sketched at the outset [22] covers q1 Lipschitz m, and qZ + qe 
independent of, the first argument. [20] uses different definitions (involving 
s ,, 4 rather than 4) and methods but some results overlap and are considered 
below. 
2. PICARD ITERATION 
The case where 4 satisfies a Lipschitz like condition, I.e., for all c, d E Rn 
I dc, t) - q(d, t)l < t(t) I c - d I for some 1 E NB V(I -+ R) (1) 
serves as a useful introduction and will be treated by the Picard iteration 
scheme 
z0 = z(0) (constant function), Z, =x0 + qzZ-r (l.la, 1.3). 
J (2) 0 
Equation (1) as usual includes impulsive values; it can be relaxed to some- 
thing quite close to continuity (as per [12; 2.3.11 for Caratheodory’s problem 
(1 .l)) but the equivalent extension will not be detailed. Observe that all 
hypotheses (1.6) except (1.6a) follow from (1). 
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LOCAL EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM. Subject to (I), (1.7) has a 
unique solution in NBV([O, tJ + Rn) for some tl > 0 and for any z(0). (3) 
Proof. Define tl by 
s ot’l(s) = Z(t,) =g 
and set 
This gives 
B, = B([O, t1] + Rn). 
by (1.6a). Thus zi - so , hence z, , belong to B, . That z(t) = lim,,, z,(t) 
defines a unique bounded function on [0, tr] now follows from Banach’s 
fixed point theorem because B, is complete. 
Next, by (11, 
I s4t>l d I wo(t)l + 40 I 44 - sWl 
d I szoWl + 4t) (I 44 - ml + I@) - ~o@)l) 
d I wo(t)l + 244 [’ I wo I 
(4) 
so that qzl are uniformly bounded in iVBV([O, tl] + R”). Now (1.6b) gives 
qzi(t) + qz(t) so (1.8) applies to give 
whence z belongs to iVBV([O, tJ + R”) and satisfies (1.7). Q.E.D. 
In order to extend the solution over 1, an error bound will be used for zi 
defined by (2) as far as possible; z(t) = limi+, q(t) where the limit exists 
finite. 
ERROR ESTIMATE. z, are defined 011 B = B(I-+ RR) and satisfy 
I % - z IB < i. 2+* (“” ; ‘) ,,’ I woWI ds d (io’-” 1) IO1 I qz&>l ds 
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where 
is=1 +[21(1)] and i 
0 
is a binomial coeflcient. (5) 
The proof proceeds by progressively extending the domain of z, to [0, t3] 
where l(t3) = j/2 ( eventually t = 1 is reached) and by laborious combinato- 
rial arithmetic which will be omitted. A more conventional formula, based on 
iterated integration of !, can be derived (cf. [8, pp. 8-101 for 0.d.e.) and serves 
a similar purpose (via a more conventional dominated convergence theorem 
[19, 3(d)]). Kurzweil used the latter approach to derive (7) below under 
related hypotheses [20, (3.4)]. It is clear from the proof of (6) that (1.6a) need 
hold only for c = z(0). 
GLOBAL EXISTENCE THEOREM. (1) and (1.6a) guarantee a solution on I as 
the unique pointwise limit of zi defined by (2). (6) 
Proof. a is unique because zi is a Cauchy sequence in B. Now 
I 44 - zo(t)l G I 49 - zo(t)l + I 4t) - 441 
< 2i,, (‘!O) 1’ I qzo(s)l ds 
10 ‘0 
from (5). This means 
I w*Wl G I PoWI + 4t) I(3 - 4 (t)l 
d I woWI + 2io (2$ I’ I qab(s)l ds h 
0 
which, by (1.6a) and (l), has an NBV(I --+ Rn) integral. The dominated 
convergence theorem can now be applied to complete the proof as per (3). 
Q.E.D. 
LIPSCHITZ DEPENDENCE. If Jo = qy then 
I y(t) - z(t)1 < I y(O) - 431 ezct). (7) 
Proof. Let 
say 
x(t) =y(t) - z(t) so x(t) d j-” b) 4s) ds, 
0 
x(t) = jot i(s) x(s) - y(t) (8) 
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where y(t) > 0 and Y E NB V(1 ---f B) because x - so ix has bounded variation. 
Equation (8) can be rewritten 
1;(s) = -i(s) edS) < 0 
where p(t) = x(t) e-ltf’. Integrating over [0, t] one obtains x(t) e-z(t) < x(0) 
as required. Q.E.D. 
3. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND FUNNELS 
The first object is to extend the Caratheodory existence theorem to problem 
(1.7) using the Schauder-Tychonov theorem. Recall m from (1.6~) and that 
p t+ m is defined to give 
W(PL, S) = fJ (J‘, 3, s) = P(S). 
LOCAL EXISTENCE. Under hypothesis (1.6), there is #I > 0 so that if 
1 x(O)/ < a then 
3x E NBV([O, ,L3] --+ Rn) 
. satisfying (1.7). (1) 
Proof. Observe that t + /*([O, t]) as a function on I starts at zero and is 
nondecreasing. If ~(1) > OL define /3 = cy (otherwise let p = 1) and set 
X = ix E NBWO, PI - R”): 40) = z(O), 0(x, F-2 tl) d @A 4) Vt E P, PII 
with the relative weak NBV topology [7, p. 4191. Under the NBVt, rca 
isomorphism, X corresponds to 8 with weak rca topology [7, V.3.151. By 
construction, x E X + w([, [0, t]) < p([O, t]) so that 8 is sequentially com- 
pact [7, IV.9.21 in its designated topology and so, since 
sequential and conditional weak compactness coincide in B-spaces, (2) 
B is conditionally compact and hence so is X. 
To obtain the closure of X it suffices [7; V.3.131 to consider NBV norm 
closure because X is obviously convex. Since integral sequences suffice by (2), 
let x, -+ x in NBV with x, E X. Thus 
+, [O, 4) d +z , [O, tl> + 4% - x, [O, tl) 
and so in lim,,, , w(x, [0, t]) < p([O, t]) whence x E X. Summing up so far, 
X is a compact convex subset of a locally convex space. 
Now define 
TX(t) = z(0) + lot q(x(s), s) ds for x E X. (3) 
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Obviously TX(O) = z(0) while by construction 
It follows that 
v(Tx, [O, t]) < sup v (Jo 9% K4 tl) G V(P, [O, m 
/x:(t)1<2a 
so TxEX. 
T: X--f X will now be shown continuous. Let x, + x in X (again integral 
sequences suffice by (2)); the criterion for weak ZVBV convergence is repro- 
duced from [7, IV.13.301 as follows. 
Yz-+Y in x * {YtL 
is sequentially compact and y, --f y pointwise on [0, /3]. 
The proof of this comes from the equivalent criterion for ca([O, /3] + R”) 
[7, IV.9.51 and the fact that rca is (convex hence weakly) closed in cu. 
With y, = TX, , y = TX, sequential compactness is satisfied because 
yt E X. Further x, -+ x in X * x, -+ x pointwise (4) so qx, + qx pomtwise 
by (1.6b) (see also comments following (1.6)). Thus since TX, E X gives 
VW, , LO, 4) < v(P”, P-4 ) tJt E LO, 81, 
all the conditions of (1.8) are met and TX, --f TX pointwise. 
It remains only to apply the Schauder-Tychonov theorem [7, V.10.51 to 
the continuous (4) endomorphism T of X and select z as any fixed point. 
Q.E.D. 
Notes. One could employ the coarser weak* (C([O, j3] + P)) topology 
on the weak* closure of X but, despite its popularity in special cases with 
control theorists, this topology has so little structure it is difficult to work 
with. By employing weak* structure on C* E NBV, Neustadt [13, especially 
pp. 84-71 has obtained the gradient (adjoint) vector, for a class of constrained 
optimisation problems, as a continuous linear functional on C(I-+ P). 
Existence in this case is obtained directly via separation of convex sets. 
Funnels 
Define the integral funnel F(E) as the union of solution graphs of (1.7) as 
z(0) varies in E C R”, F(E, t) as the truncated funnel for solutions on [0, t] 
and A(E, t) as the t-isochrone 
WC t) - 
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Then one has the following results. 
The set of solutions on I from z(0) E E is a B(I-+ P) continuum, 
if E is an Rn continuum. (5) 
F(E),F(E, t) and A(E, t) are continua if E is one. (6) 
Relative to the Hausdorf? subset metric [9; p. 4241, the truncated 
funnel function F is upper semicontinuous in E and NBV in t. (7) 
(This means for example that t -+ +(F(E, t), E) E NBV(I-+ R), ?r” being 
Hill’s notation for the metric). 
If c E BA(E, t) then there is a solution of (1.7) with z(s) E &l(E, s) 
b’s E [0, t[ and z(t) = c. (8) 
Granted (5), the proofs of (6)-(g) are straightforward extensions of standard 
o.d.e. work (cf. [8]) and will be omitted; a sketch proof of (5) follows. T (3) 
can be viewed as an operator on B = B(I-+ Rn) (cf. proof of (2.3)). Let 
xi + x weakly in B, so x,+x pointwise [7, IV.6.311 whence qz, +qx 
pointwise and 1 SE qx, 1 < p(E), p corresponding to m (1.6~) as usual. From 
this and [7, IV.9.71 it easily follows that for given E > 0 there are sets E, so 
so that u, Ej = I and U( so qxt , EJ < E for all i,i. With the aid of [7, IV.5.61 
on B compactness, T becomes a compact operator. Now define the Tonelli 
iterates by z, = Tpz, where 
T,y(t) = z(O), Vt E [0, i-l] and = 
I 
o’ q(y(s - i-l), s) ds otherwise. 
It is simple to check that T, have unique fixed points z, (just integrate!) 
and are compact. Finally for 1 z 1s < 2or, 
IV - TJ z le G I z - Tz I~~~o,,-~~+p~ + s, I q(+ - i-‘>, 4 - sz(s)l ds 
< $qz, [O, +I) + o(l) as i+ co using (1.8) 
= o(1) as i+ co by [7,111.5.16]. 
Since I z le < 2a! defines a convex subset of B (so 1 - T has nonvanishing 
Leray-Schauder degree), the conclusion when E = {z(O)} now comes directly 
from the fixed-point-set theorem of [14, C or. 5.11 all of whose conditions are 
met. When E is any continuum, a simple application (which will be made in 
6.1) of the dominated convergence theorem shows that if Hi = qzs(zl(0) E E) 
and z, + z in B then Z = qz; this is how upper semicontinuity in (7) is 
proved. Now by Hill’s Theorem 10 [9], the union image of a continuum by an 
upper semicontinuous point + continuum map is also a continuum, whence 
(5). (Hill’s theorem is stated for Rn values but the proof requires only slight 
modification for metric values and the general result is well known anyway). 
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Kurzweil has employed Tonelli’s iterates to give a local existence theorem 
for the case when the modulus of continuity (4.1) is separable in E and t 
[20, Theor. 2.11, although Kurzweil’s hypotheses and evolutionary equation 
involve integrals. He also observes that solutions cannot in general be con- 
tinued to the left. Continuation (global existence) 1s treated in (5.6) but a 
simple example will illustrate why solutions to (1.7) can be reversed but not 
necessarily continued to the left. 
Let 
dc, t) = 0 when tJ1 7 2, 
= 2 1 c 1 (atomic value) when t = i. 
(9) 
If z(0) is given, the solution may be continued over 1 as 
27: t-+ z(0) on [O, & 
340)+2140)1 on [Q, 11. 
Thus solutions which end at z(1) > 0 may be continued (nonuniquely if 
z(0) > 0) to the left over I, but solutions from z(1) < 0 may be continued 
to t = + and no further. Reversed solutions (to j = -qy) exist for all y(0) as 
t-Y(o) on LO, is1 
t-y(O) - 2 I r(W on Ii, 11. 
One can even define concepts so that y is left continuous; the crucial question, 
however, is whether an atomic value at t pertains to qz(t+), qz(t-) or some 
combination of the two. In [16] the half-half combination is chosen, with 
consequent anomalies for certain (Riemann-Stieltjes) differential inequalities. 
4. INEQUALITIES AND LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 
The majority of the remaining “fundamental” theory for o.d.e. can be 
based upon integration of differential inequalities. This is no longer true when 
atoms are permitted, for solutions can then jump across each other, as the 
previous example (3.9) shows: z = 0 satisfies (1.7) whereas 
y:t+-2 (0 d t -=c $1, 
* 1 (a d t -G 11, 
satisfies j(t) < qy(t) Vt ~1 yet y(1) > z(1). The main goal of this section 
is to establish a simple criterion to ensure that j < qy implies y < z for at 
least some solution of (1.7). As will be seen in Section 5, the crossing anomaly 
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affects the uniqueness question but only in minor respects. Lyapunov func- 
tions as usual form a useful tool if one can find them [I]; criteria for their 
detection are also given here, it being stipulated that they permit integration 
of certain inequalities. Many of the results in Sections 5 and 6 can be 
“strengthened” by using such functions; most of the statements and all the 
proofs will be left to the reader. 
DEFINITION. The modulus of continuity r of 4 is defined for E > 0 
r(~, 4 = sup{1 q(c, t) - q(4 01: I c - d I < 4 
with the usual interpretation for atomic values. 
LEMMA. T satisfies (1.6) for n = 1 and m replaced by 2m. (2) 
Proof. Clearly E < OL Z- Y(E, t) < 2m(t). By [7, 111.2.121, r(4, ) is 
p-measurable hence [7, 111.2.22(b)] 2p-integrable which proves (1.6a, c). 
Further r( , t) is continuous at zero with (1.6b) 
r(0, t) = 0, VtEI. (3) 
Standard inequalities now give 
0 < T(E, t) - r(6, t) < Y(E - 6, t) if E>8 
whether the values are atomic or not. 
Equation (3) above now completes the proof of (1.6b). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. p is nice if% 
(i) p: (R, I) -+ R satisfies (1.6) (for 12 = l), 
(ii) the atomic part (i.e., the second term in the (1.5) decomposition) of 
p( , t) is nondecreasing. (4) 
INEQUALITY INTEGRATION. Let p be nice and Z(t) < px(t), Vt EI with 
x E IVBV(I+ R) and 1 x(O)1 < 01. Then x(t) ,( u(t) on the interwal of existence 
of some solution of ti = pu with u(O) = x(0). (5) 
Proof. Let pJa, t) = p(a, t) + T(E, t) so with possible redefinition of m, 
p, satisfies (1.6). (3.1) shows there is a solution U, on [0, /$] of 
4 = PF% , do) = 40) 
and it is easily seen that ,3 = inf,, /$ can be taken positive. 
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Now assume, if possible, that x(tl) > I, for some t, and set 
t, = sup{t: t < t, and x(t) < u,(t)}, (6) 
so x(t,-) < u,(t,-) while x(t) > u,(t) on It, , tJ. Three cases can arise. 
(a) x(t,) > uC(tO) so t, is atomic. 
Therefore, 
5(4J = 444 - x(k) d P&-)> 
< Pr&- ) by hypothesis, 
< pg&O-) = &J - %(4l-) = fL(GJ~ 
Thus x(&J < u&t,), a contradiction. 
(b) x(t,) =~,(t,) so x(t, +S) - x(&J > ~,(t, + 6) - ~~(t,,) for 6 < tl - to 
and in particular for positive 6 such that 
I 
t,+s 
Y(E, > -==I E, 
to 
possible because Y(E, ) is 2p-integrable. 
But 
s t,+s = P& = r&l + 6) - GJ, to 
another contradiction. Finally 
(c) x(t,) < u,(t,,) gives an obvious contradiction to (6) by virtue of 
right-continuity of functions in NB V. 
Summing up, x(t) < uC(t) on [0, /S] f or every E > 0. Now as in the proof 
of (3.1), the u, form a weak NBV sequentially compact set, so choose u as 
any weak NBV (hence by (3.4) pointwise) sublimit. Applying the dominated 
convergence theorem (1.8), it follows that u satisfies zi = pi, and that 
x(t) f 4th on P, PI- Q.E.D. 
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MAXIMAL SOLUTIONS. Under the conditions of (5), the equation has a 
maximal solution ii, in the sense that $ = pii and x(t) < ii(t) for any other 
solution x. (7) 
Proof. Take I = u of the previous proof and note Z = px + Z(t) < px(t). 
Q.E.D. 
Notes. The proof of (5) is not the usual one although the approximants 
u, have been used for o.d.e. in an unpublished note by J. Muldowney. The 
method was chosen here specifically to give (7) as well; (5) can also be proved 
by the (max(c, x(t)}, t) technique of Cafiero [12, Theor. 1.10.1]. Observe that 
the atomically increasing hypothesis in (4) need hold for p( , t) only on 
[-m(t), u(t) + 71 for some r) > 0, but 7 = 0 turns out to be insufficient 
(this has minor relevance to uniqueness theory). As usual one may define 
minimal and minimax solutions (when the range of p is R”) and deduce 
results like Miiller’s concerning existence of extremals with respect to cone 
(partial) orders provided p is isotone (or close to it) in the first argument (cf. 
[12, p. 21ff.l). 
It is easy to check that incorporation of nonatomic singular parts (third 
(1.5) terms) into p requires no extra increasing hypotheses, so (5) stands 
unchanged in this case. In particular, if the singular part of 3F is nonpositive 
and p is nonsingular, (5) is satisfied, and an extension to discontinuous 
solutions is obtained of an 
OLECH-OPIAL THEOREM [ 12, Theor. 1 .lO. 11. Let p satisfy Carathe’odory’s 
conditions (1.1) for n = 1 and x E NB V(.Z -+ R) with r(t) < px(t) and x 
have nonincreasing singular part. If r is the maximal AC solution of r = pr, 
then x(t) < r(t) where r exists. (f-9 
Lyapunov Fun&ms 
The two crucial properties of the comparison functions that Lyapunov 
used are “equivalence” with norms and the role they play in integrating 
inequalities. The former property will be commented on at the end of the 
section; the second will be defined as follows, for V: (R”, I) + R. 
INTEGRATION PROPERTY. Let z be a solution of (1.7) and y = Vz. Then 
for all nice p, j(t) 6 py(t) Vt EL must imply y(t) < xg(t) where x, is the 
maximal NBV solution of 2, = pxs . (9 
CHARACTERIZATION OF LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS. Let 
W, ) = h(c) + I, PI(G 1 (10) 
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where ( h(c) - h(d)1 < S 1 c - d 1 , p, is nice and satisfies (2.1). Then V sutis- 
Jies (9). (10) 
Proof. It suffices by (7) to show that y = Vz E NBI/(I-+ R). Now 
I Y(%) - YW s I W%N - &WI + 1 ~f’PIw~)~ > / 3, 
+ /J PM4 1 - PlWA I 
S 6 I z(s,> - z(tz>l + jt’ 44 dt + k> I z(sd - 4h)l 
-9 
Summing over any finite sequence of intervals, the resulting finite bound 
proves y E B V(I -+ A). The Lipschitz condition on h and (1.6a) easily show 
regularity. Q.E.D 
COROLLARY. Let V satisfy (10) and 
(a) kz J+[W(t) + hq@), t + h) - VW] < pV+) 
where p is nice. Then y(t) ,< q,(t) us de$ned in (9). (11) 
Proof. Follows directly from the argument of [18, p. 31, which covers the 
AC case, provided one can establish the analog of 
j 
t+h 
‘,‘y h-1 f(@ds =f(G a.e. t, * t 
for NBV “derivatives” and not just f EL1 . The required extension is, for 
x E NBV(I-+ R”) and 1 Z(t)\ < A(t), 
p$ h-l[x(t + h) - x(t)] = S(t) CL-a.e., t except at atoms 
111 h-l[x(t) - x(t - h)] = .qq when TV is atomic at t 
(12) 
where 
iii+ foru # 0 
is to be interpreted as an atom with value a. 
The proof may be given by considering Z(t)/&(t) using a similar device as 
for (1 A). Since one also needs the Lebesgue extensions of the measures and 
the differentiation theory of (say) [lo, Sect. 17, a simpler sketch proof will be 
provided. 
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When t is an isolated atomic point or isolated from atomic points, (12) is 
obvious by definition and by the ordinary AC case. This leaves accumulation 
points t, of atoms and two cases arise. Recall that only countably many 
atomic ,tt (hence t,) exist, and that (subsequence) limiting atomic values 
lim,,, [(t,) must be zero because x is of bounded variation. 
Case 1. &(ta) has zero atomic value. Surround all such t, by shrinking 
intervals to establish that the set of such t, is p-null. 
Case 2. th(t,) has positive atomic value. Then x(t, + h) - x(tJ + 0 and 
x(ta) - x(ta - h) + [(t,) because neighboring atomic values tend to zero. 
Observe that even if Z(t,) is a nonzero number the fact that it must be measured 
atomically (or {ta} would be p-null anyway) shows 
lii hi+,) = li$x(ta) - X(& - h)] = 0 
whence (12) in this case. Q.E.D. 
Notes. Since the conditions on p, (10) are no harder to check than those 
on q (1.6), without which the problem is not defined anyway, the hypothesis 
in (10) is usable. It extends a similar condition involving uniform absolute 
continuity used by Yoshizawa [18, p. 111. 
Turning to the first (topological) property of V, one normally assumes (at 
least for t-pointwise comparison purposes) that small enough level sets 
of V( , t) behave like origin-centered spheres. Typically for each t, 
{c E R”: V(c, t) < a} should form a (norm topology) neighborhood base at 
the origin as CL varies >O. It is obvious that this aspect of Lyapunov functions 
is unchanged by the generalization to BP solutions, and an illustration will 
be given for a simple case. 
DEFINITION. Problem (1.6, 1.7) is stable iff VE > 0 and to , 3s > 0 so that 
I 4al -=c 8 =L- I ml < E, Vt > to. (13) 
STABILITY THEOREM. Let F’(z, t) = 1 z 1 , y(t) = Vz(t) = ( z(t)\ and 
j(t) < py(t) where p is nice. Then ij the n = 1 problem (1.7)for p is stable, so is 
that for q. (14) 
Specification of&z, t) (e.g. ( z 1” forL” stability) and of a “positive definite- 
ness” (e.g. V(c, t) > 1 c 1”) gives a doubly infinite set of definitions of stability, 
and many have been investigated for o.d.e. The (immediate) proof of (14), 
as well as formulation of other stability and instability theorems, will be left 
to the reader. 
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5. UNIQUENESS AND GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
From this point the paper follows, with suitable modifications, a standard 
set of techniques which are applied to the constructions already introduced in 
Sections 3 and 4. The first extension is to Perron’s uniqueness theorem. 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM. Let zi = ru have a unique solution for u(O), T being 
as per (4.1). Then (1.7) has unique solutions for given z(0). (1) 
Proof. Let y and z be two solutions of (1.7) with ~(0) = a(O) and 
x(t) = I r(t) - z(t)1 . (2) 
It follows that x E NBV(I+ R) and a straightforward application of (4.12) 
gives i-(t) < 1 j(t) - S(t)\ < m(t) by definition (4.1) and (1.7). Thus (4.5) 
gives x(t) < u(t) = 0 by hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
While (1) is as general as o.d.e. results go for Caratheodory’s hypotheses 
(1 .l), extensions are known under conditions of joint continuity and with 
minor restrictions they carry over even to the case here. (1) automatically 
controls the derivative u(O) = lim,,, t-k(t) to zero in case u and Y are continu- 
ous at 0 and (0,O) respectively. It will now be shown that these continuity 
restrictions can be relaxed considerably. 
KAMKE THEOREM. If the right-hand limit of (4.12) for I 2s uniformly small 
at zero, i.e. (3) 
ve > 0, 3(E), t(E): 
0 < c < c(e) and 0 < t < t(c) =s 1 tr(C, ) f Et (4) 
‘0 
then solutions to (1.7) are unique for given z(0) p rovided zero is the only solution 
of 
6 = rlu with u(0) = liy&;up t%(t) = 0 (5) 
where tl is nice and >r. 
Proof. With x as in (21, 2(t) < m(t) < r&t) and x(0) = 0. Suppose 
x(t,) > 0 and continue the minimal solution of ri = rlu to the left from 
(x(t,), to). Although in general this would be impossible (cf. (3.9)ff.), in the 
case here continuation across atomic points t, can be effected as follows. 
Define h(c) = c + pi(c, tJ (atomic value of ri) so h is continuous. Thus 
since h(0) = 0 and 
(because 3E(t,) < r&Q) 
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it follows that 
min h-l 0 u(t,) = min{c: h(c) = rc(t*)} 
exists and may be chosen as u(tE-). Continuation elsewhere is as usual for 
o.d.e. (using the zero function d necessary) and u(t) < x(t) results on [0, t,] 
by (4.5). 
Thus 
u(0) = 0 and limJ;up t-lu(t) < limJiup t-lx(t) 
J 
t 
6 limt;up t-l r,x = 0 
0 
by hypothesis (4). Since a nonzero solution of (5) has been constructed, the 
proof is complete that x = 0 by contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Notes. The modulus Y(E, t) (4.1) can be taken as 
sup{1 Q(C, 0 - PM 41: I c - d I = 4 
for nonatomic values but one can show that the same relaxation is not 
possible for atomic values (see the note after (4.7) concerning 7). (1) is due for 
(jointly) continuous o.d.e. to Perron and is stated for (1.1) in the book by 
Coddington and Levinson. Equation (3) is Kamke’s condition for continuous 
o.d.e. when (4) is automatically satisfied by the fundamental theorem of 
calculus. At the worst, (4) involves calculating residuals of convergent inte- 
grals (including series of atomic values), but in many practical cases only 
finitely many discontinuity or atomic points t will occur and then (4) is 
easily checked. (3) enables the comparison equation li = rlu to have a 
singular point at t = 0: without assuming (4), (1.7) may have a singular 
point there too and the conclusion of (3) b ecomes that solutions for fixed 
z(0) and limtlo t-l[z(t) - z(O)] are unique. [There may of course be no such 
solutions (since (4.12) h o Id s only p-a.e.) and to ensure that z obeys (4.12) at 
t = 0 requires a substitute condition resembling (4)]. 
The Lyapunov function theory of Section 4 is general enough to allow 
extensions to the NBV case (assuming (4)) of the known o.d.e. uniqueness 
theorems which employ such functions (see, e.g. [7]). The familiar special 
forms C&Y, t) = #(r)#t) where jidr/#(r) = co Va > 0 and so+ E BV(I-+ R) 
(corresponding to Osgood’s criterion) and wa(r, t) = r/t (Nagumo) and various 
generalisations (cf. [12, Cor. 2.2.61) continue to hold good with proofs as 
above. Kurzweil [20, Lemma 5.11 proves a special case of Osgood’s criterion 
for BV equations. 
Global existence (over I or any other specified interval) conditions were 
obtained for o.d.e. by Wintner (corresponding to Osgood’s uniqueness 
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criterion) and extended by Conti [5] as per Theorem 6 below. The Lyapunov 
function versions of the condition (e.g. [5]) g enerally involve a requirement 
that level sets provide compacta, not just basic neighborhoods, corresponding 
to Rn spheres. The proof to be given is adapted from that of Stokes [12, 
Theor. 2.1.21 because nearly all the work needed has already been done in 
Section 3. A more classical proof, based on integrating 2 < ux, is possible. 
GLOBAL EXISTENCE THEOREM. Let u(d, t) = sup{1 q(c, t)]: / c I < d} and 
2 = ux have a maximal NBV solution on I for x(O) = 1 z(O)1 . Then soktions 
to (1.7) exist on I and the estimate 1 z(t)1 < x(t) holds. (6) 
Proof. Recall that T (3.3) was a continuous map from a compact convex 
space X to itself. With x as maximal solution of hypothesis, define Y as 
{y E NBV(I+ R”): v(y, [0, t]) < o(x, [0, t]) b’t E I, y(0) = z(O)} 
with relative weak NB V topology. Then since x E NBV(I -+ R), Y is compact 
exactly as per the proof of (3.1). Further 
I r(t)1 < I y(O)l + V(Y, PO, tl) G 40) + a P, tn. 
Now since 2 = ux > 0, it follows that x(t) - x(0) = V(X, [0, t]), whence 
I YW G 4th V(t, y) E (A I’). (7) 
If Tl is now defined by T,y =y(O) + Jsqy (cf. (3.3)) then 
Q,Y, [O, tl) = 2, (jjy, P, tl) < z’ (s,ux, LO, tl) by (7) 
< +, [O, tl) so T,y E Y. 
The proof that Tl is continuous and thus has a fixed point in Y follows as 
per (3.1) and the bound (7) completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
6. DEPENDENCE 
The first objective is continuous dependence on initial values, and as for 
o.d.e.‘s this follows from uniqueness. 
CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE THEOREM. Let (1.7) have auniquesolution onun 
interval [0, /3] for each z(0) E K = {c: 1 c I < a} _C Rn. Then 
z(0) -+ z E C(K + B([O, p] -+ R”)). (1) 
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Proof. Integral sequences suffice for all the topologies, so let ~~(0) + z(O), 
s,(O) E K and Z, be solutions of (1.7) on [0, /3]. By a now-familiar argument, 
(aE} is a conditionally weakly NBV compact set, so 3x E NBV(I + Rn) 
(closed) with Z, + z pointwise on [0, 181 by (3.4). Subsequence selection is 
unnecessary by the uniqueness hypothesis and z is a solution of (1.7) by (1.8). 
Suppose 
3~ > 0 so that Vi3t, with 1 z,(t,) - z(t,)l > E. (2) 
By subsequence extraction if necessary ([0, /3] is compact) let t, -+ to+ as 
i-t co and w(p, [to, t,]) < c/3 when i > i1 . (See [7, 111.5.16]. In case 
t, + to-- let r&, [t,,,l , t,[) < c/3 and use lim,,, z(tJ = z(t,,) - [{t,,} 
instead of z(t,), etc.). 
Now let 1 z,(t,) - z(t,)] < e/3 for i > iz 2 il . Then 
I -w - 4tJ G I @z) - 44Jl + I 44) - 4&d + I I, - aJl 
< (c/3) + (c/3) + (c/3) contradicting (2). 
Thus, since 
I .wl < I %(O)I + e, 3 P, m < a + G, [O, 4) < 0% 
z, E B([O, /?I + P) and the same for a, so I a, - z 1s + 0 as required. 
Q.E.D. 
Notes. The maximal interval length of existence of z is lower semi- 
continuous in z(0) and dependence on parameters (on which q is continuous) 
can be handled similarly; see [8, V.l-21 for the o.d.e. case. 
The next stage of smoothness dependence is Lipschitz, for which see 
(2.7). For differentiability the usual o.d.e. condition for q needs extending 
as follows. K is defined in (1). 
DEFINITION. CcN) denotes N times continuously differentiable. q (1.6) 
is UN) if 
(a) q is either finite valued or atomic (at t = t, , t, ,..., say), 
(b) q( , t) is (finitely) in C (N) (K + P) whenever q( , t) is finite, 
(c) for each j, d + atomic size of q(d, t3) E CcN)(K + Rn). (3) 
Notation. If q is CcN) then the Nth derivative (generalised to include 
atoms) linear map: RnN -+ Rn implied by (3b, c) at (d, t) is denoted by 
q(N)(d, t), and normed by the maximum absolute value of its Nna coefficients. 
DOMINATED DIFFERENTIABILITY LEMMA. Let q be CfN) and 
1 qtN)(c, t)l < l;m,(t) Vt E Elm,, E NBV((RnN, I) + R) 
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with the usual identification between functions on products and composite functions. 
Then q’“’ E NBV((I+‘, I) ---f I?“). (4) 
Proof. Will be given for N = 1; the general case is just messier. Sub- 
scripts to 4 will denote Euclidean coordinates. Now for nonatomic t and eh 
as the Kth unit vector, 
(P(c t))k = limg,,k(t) , > z-m 
where 
gdt) = ih(c + i-k , 4 - e(c, 91; 
there is a similar formula for atoms. 
Since the above limit exists, from some i on (say i > i*) one obtains 
] g&t)\ < G&(t) and it is evident that g,,, E NBk’(I+ Rn) by (1.6) for each 
fixed i, i, K. The conclusion now follows directly from (1 A). Q.E.D. 
The stage is now set for the final result which generalises one going back 
to Peano for o.d.e. (cf. [S, V.31). 
CY) DEPENDENCE THEOREM. Let q satisfy the hypotheses of (4). Then 
solution-s z of (1.7) exist uniquely for z(0) E K on a common existence interval I. 
Further z(t) is CtN) in z(O) f or each t E I and the first derivative S(t) satisfies 
(a) P)(t) = q(nz(t) P(t), z”)(0) = unit n X n matrix. (5) 
Proof. First suppose N = 1. Since q(l) is continuous on compact K, 
q satisfies a Lipschitz like criterion (2. l), the NB V condition coming from (4). 
Existence and uniqueness is now a result of (2.9) which obviously applies to 
all z(0) E K. 
Let a, satisfy (1.7), ~~(0) = z(0) + i-le, (e, being the jth unit vector) and 
r,(t) = ik(t) - 441. 
Then yz E NBV(I+ I?“) satisfies ~~(0) = e3 and 
jz(t) = i[qz,(t) - qz(t)] = ISlp"'(z,(t) + S(z - d(t), Q ds\ Yt(9 (6) 
0 
by Taylor’s theorem with integral remainder, noting that { } is an n x n 
matrix Vt E I. Since the integral in (6) is convergent as i + co by (1.8), one 
can apply (2.7) to see that yE tends pointwise to an NBV function y satisfying 
y(0) = e> and 
j(t) = IJo1 q%(t) dsl y(t) = q’%(t) y(t). (7) 
Define z(l)(t) as the matrix whose jth column is y(t) to give (a). z(l)(t) is 
the Jacobian of z(t) with respect to z(0) by definition of y2 and y. 
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To see that z(l)(t) is continuously dependent on s(O), use the note after (2) 
on continuous dependence with respect to parameters: (7) satisfies the hypo- 
theses of (2) and the right side is continuous in z(O) by hypothesis. 
The extension to general N is based on a simple inductive argument as 
in [8, Theor. V.4.11, for one has to show only that z(l) is F’-l) in z(0). 
Equations analogous to (a) may be given for zov) but they rapidly become 
awkward. Q.E.D. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Most of the basic o.d.e. theory has been extended here to NBV solutions 
of equations whose right sides induce a special type of measure, with no 
third component in the decomposition of (1.5). The hypotheses extra to 
o.d.e. correspondents are clearly all of the same type, involving pointwise 
conditions at atoms of q, and the object now is to reformulate some of the 
conditions in such a way that they look exactly like those for o.d.e. and 
additionally allow arbitrary NBV derivatives. The price is paid in ease of 
verification. Referring to (1.1) with m tt p as usual, Caratheodory’s problem 
can be restated in the following form: 
CARATHBODORY MEA~UREPROBLEM. Let Mbe thatsubspace of rca(I+R”) 
which is p-continuous and ar: Rn + M be such that 
(a) d + m(d) (5’) E C(Rn -+ Rn) VS E .Z, 
(b) I d I < 33 * I 44 WI < AS) VSE ax 
Find 5 E M so that 
(c) (d</dp) (t) = (dor/dp) (z(O) + [([O, t])) (t) (Radon-Nikod$m deG- 
vat&es). (1) 
Here cy(d) (S) = ssq(d, s) d s and the “solution” 5 corresponds to z under 
the usual isomorphism; in this case p is itself absolutely (i.e., Lebesgue 
measure) continuous. (1) can now be taken verbatim for the case where ,X 
is arbitrary in rca(l-+ R) to yield problem (1.6, 1.7), and in fact the continu- 
ous parts of p, Q! need no longer be AC. Similarly the Lipschitz condition 
(2.1) b ecomes 
$44 - 441 WI G I c - d I W, 3 E rca(l + R) 
for either an o.d. or a BV equation, and so on. 
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Untried Problems. 
The following two might be of interest. It is well known that considerable 
weakening of the continuity condition in (l.lb) is tolerable without going 
outside AC solutions, although a general theory has yet to be presented. A 
similar relaxation here could probably be treated by using weak* convergence 
of the measures (rather than the weak convergence which is really behind 
(1.8) and explicit in (3.1)). p-continuity, on which so much of this paper 
hangs, would have to be replaced. 
Second, the case when y = Vz in (4.9) is not NBlr (or AC in the o.d.e. 
case) can easily be relaxed to when one-sided “Dini” derivation is used 
(cf. [18, p. 31). Yorke, by amending (4.11a) to 
lim q$) + h(y + qw, t + h) - Vz(t) 
lpl+o,h+o+ h 
succeeded in extending the class of comparison functions satisfying a condi- 
tion like (4.9) to lower semicontinuity [17J. The arguments were not trivial, 
and Yorke exhibited “reasonable” equations where his functions were useful; 
there is presumably a similar extension to bounded variation evolution 
equations, 
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